The non-commutativity of the position and momentum operators is formulated as an effective potential in classical phase space and expanded as a series of successive many-body terms, with the pair term being dominant. A non-linear partial differential equation in temperature and space is given for this. The linear solution is obtained explicitly, which is valid at high and intermediate temperatures, or at low densities. An algorithm for solving the full non-linear problem is given. Symmetrization effects accounting for particle statistics are also written as a series of effective many-body potentials, of which the pair term is dominant at terrestrial densities. Casting these quantum functions as pair-wise additive, temperature-dependent, effective potentials enables the established techniques of classical statistical mechanics to be applied to quantum systems. The quantum Ornstein-Zernike equation is given as an example.
I. INTRODUCTION

Wigner
1 gave a formulation of quantum statistical mechanics that expressed the probability density for classical phase space as a multi-dimensional convolution integral of the Maxwell-Boltzmann operator acting on the momentum eigenfunctions. He used this expression to obtain the primary quantum correction to the classical free energy, which was of second order in Planck's constant for an unsymmetrized wave function. Kirkwood 2 showed that the temperature derivative of Wigner's integrand was slightly more convenient for developing expansions in powers of either Plank's constant or of inverse temperature. He used it to give both the first and second order quantum corrections to the classical result for a symmetrized wave function.
I also have developed a formulation of quantum statistical mechanics in classical phase space. 3, 4 This eschews Wigner's convolution integral, but it nevertheless involves the same Maxwell-Boltzmann operator acting on the momentum eigenfunctions. I have named this phase function the commutation function, because it accounts for the non-commutativity of the position and momentum operators that is otherwise neglected in classical mechanics. Using Kirkwood's temperature derivative method, I have obtained the quantum corrections up to and including fourth order in Plank's constant. 3, 5 The coefficients involve gradients of the potential energy, and their number and complexity grows exponentially for successive terms in the expansion. Whilst undoubtedly useful at high temperatures, where all systems are predominantly classical, at intermediate and low temperatures the series expansion is tedious to derive, complex to program, and slow to converge, and it does not appear to be a practical approach for condensed matter systems.
An alternative approach is based upon a formally exact transformation that expresses the commutation function as a sum over energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. 6 Although these are not known explicitly for a general system, they are known exactly for the simple harmonic oscillator. Accordingly, in a mean field approach the commutation function for a point in classical phase space can be approximated by that of a simple harmonic oscillator based on a second order expansion of the potential about the nearest local minimum for the configuration. A Metropolis Monte Carlo simulation using this mean field-simple harmonic oscillator approximation has been shown to yield accurate results at low temperatures for two condensed matter systems where the quantum result is known to high accuracy: a Lennard-Jones fluid, 6, 7 and an harmonic crystal.
8
A big advantage of the classical phase space formulation of quantum statistical mechanics in general is that the required computer time for a given statistical accuracy scales sub-linearly with system size. However the difficulty with the mean field-simple harmonic oscillator approximation is that one cannot be certain of its accuracy in the absence of benchmark results for the same specific system. Although the mean field aspect has been improved by applying it at the pair level, 8 it is unclear how to go beyond approximating the commutation function as that of an effective simple harmonic oscillator. Whilst undoubtedly there are strong arguments in favor of mean field approaches in condensed matter, there is some motivation to develop a more systematic approach to evaluating the commutation function, but without the tedium of the crude expansions as derived by Wigner, 1 by Kirkwood, 2 and by me.
5
This paper makes a significant advance with a new, systematic expansion for the commutation function. The explicit contributions are fewer and simpler than in the high temperature or Planck's constant expansions, while the approach avoids the ad hoc nature of the mean fieldsimple harmonic oscillator approximation.
Here the commutation function is written as an effective potential, which is then expanded as a formal series of singlet, pair, three-body functions etc. Postulating that the many body terms are often negligible, only the pair commutation function needs to be retained for the common case of a homogeneous system. This is a function of the relative separations and the relative momenta summed over all particle pairs. A non-linear partial differential equation is given for its temperature derivative and spatial gradients. An explicit solution is obtained in Fourier space for the linearized equations, which are valid at high and intermediate temperatures, and also at large separations. This provides a convenient starting point for the full non-linear solution via step-wise integration down to low temperatures, if required. As part of a computational algorithm, the full solution for the pair function can be stored on a three-dimensional grid prior to the commencement of, say, a Monte Carlo computer simulation, where it can be conveniently evaluated by interpolation from the storage grid. Beyond computer simulations, casting the quantum commutation function as a temperature-dependent, effective potential lends itself to the standard analytic techniques of classical statistical mechanics such as density functional theory, diagrammatic expansion, integral equation methods, asymptotic analysis, etc. As an example, the quantum OrnsteinZernike equation is given. The classical phase space quantum probability density for the canonical equilibrium system is (see Refs [3, 4] and also Appendix A)
Here N is the number of particles, p = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p N } are their momenta, with p j = {p jx , p jy , p jz } being the momentum of the jth particle (three dimensional space is assumed), q = {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q N } are the positions, β = 1/k B T is the inverse temperature, with T the temperature and k B Boltzmann's constant, and h is Planck's constant. The classical Hamiltonian is H(p, q) = K(p) + U (q), with K = p 2 /2m being the kinetic energy, and U being the potential energy. The partition function Z(T ) normalizes the phase space probability density. The distinctly quantum aspects of the system are embodied in the symmetrization function η and the commutation function ω. Although it is straightforward to treat particle spin, 8 in this paper it is not included. The symmetrization and commutation functions are defined in terms of the unsymmetrized position and momentum eigenfunctions, which in the position representation are respectively 
withP the permutation operator and p its parity. The plus sign is for bosons and the minus sign is for fermions.
A pair-wise additive form of the symmetrization function is given in §II D. See earlier work for the derivation of the phase space probability density, 3, 4 and for the proof that the symmetrization factor correctly accounts for boson and fermion statistics. 
B. Commutation Function
The commutation function ω, which is essentially the same as the functions introduced by Wigner 1 and analyzed by Kirkwood, 2 is defined by
The departure from unity of the commutation function reflects the non-commutativity of the position and momentum operators. To see this simply note that if position and momentum commuted, then the Maxwell-Boltzmann operator would factorize, e −βĤ(r) = e −βU(r) e −βK(r) . Then since e −βK |p = e −βK(p) |p , the right hand side would reduce to the classical MaxwellBoltzmann factor e −βH(p,q) , in which case ω(p, q) = 1. Obviously the system must become classical in the high temperature limit, and so ω(p, q) → 1, β → 0.
Further, the potential energy decays to zero at large separations, and the gradients of the potential are negligible compared to the potential itself. This means that at large separations the potential energy and the kinetic energy operator effectively commute, and so one similarly must have ω(p, q) → 1, all q jk → ∞.
Following Kirkwood, 2 differentiation of the defining equation with respect to inverse temperature gives
One can see from this that since ∇U → 0 at large separations, the putative asymptote, ω(p, q) → 1, makes the right hand side vanish, which is consistent with the asymptote being a temperature-independent constant. This partial differential equation provides the basis for the high temperature expansions that were mentioned in the introduction. [1] [2] [3] 5 The multiplicity of gradients on the right hand side is the origin for the rapid increase of number and complexity of the contributions to each order of the expansions, which are listed in Appendix B.
Elsewhere I have argued that it is more useful to cast the commutation function as an effective potential,
(The present notation differs from previous articles.) In this form W is a temperature-dependent effective poten-tial. The original rationale for this was that W is extensive with system size, which is an exceedingly useful property in thermodynamics. It was also hoped that the expansion of W in powers of Planck's constant or inverse temperature might have better convergence properties than those of ω itself, a hope more happy in prospect than in actual experience.
C. Many Body Expansion
The effective potential W provides the starting point for the new approach to the commutation function, which is the main point of this paper.
DefiningW ≡ W − βU , the temperature derivative of the definition leads to
withW ∼ −βU , β → 0. The right hand side contains two terms linear inW and one non-linear, quadratic term.
In general the potential energy is the sum of one-body, two-body, three-body etc. potentials,
In this work three-body and higher potentials will be neglected. It will also be assumed that there is no onebody potential, that the system is homogeneous, and that the pair potential is a function only of separation, 9) where the particle separation is q jk = |q j − q k |. For the effective potential form of the commutation function, a similar many body decomposition can be formally made, with momentum now being included
The singlet contribution vanishes, and the three-body and higher contributions, will be neglected. Assuming homogeneity, the pair commutation function for particles j and k is a function of the magnitudes of the relative momentum and separation, and the angle between them, w (2) (p jk , q jk , θ jk ). Alternatively, the relative momentum can be aligned with the z axis, p jk = p jkẑ , and the separation can be rotated to the xz-plane, w (2) (p jk , q jk,x , q jk,z ), or w (2) (p, q ⊥ , q ). In any case the commutation function that will be considered here is
Inserting this pair ansatz into the temperature derivative equation, one sees that the left hand side, and the constant and linear terms on the right hand side, are all the sum of pair functions. However the non-linear quadratic term on the right hand side is
This is in essence a three-body term. However, to the extent that the 'force' on particle j due to particle k is uncorrelated with that due to k ′ , k ′ = k, the sum of forces over k ′ may be argued to be small, perhaps averaging to zero. In this case the k ′ = k terms dominate, and this becomes
This is now a two-body term, which is expected to be accurate at low densities and high temperatures where correlations are reduced. The two-body solution can test the magnitude of the neglected three-body terms, and successively improve the pairwise additive approximation. Applying the pair ansatz to the temperature derivative, equating both sides term by term, and dropping the superscript (2), one obtains
(2.14)
Here and above the symmetryw jk =w kj has been exploited. Note thatw jk ∼ −βu jk , β → 0. Write p jk = p zẑ , and q jk = q xx + q zẑ , and q jk = q 2 x + q 2 z . This then becomes
The subscripts onw signify spatial derivatives. Define the two dimensional Fourier transform pair
The Fourier transform of a gradient such asw x (q) is just ik xŵ (q). Note that here q is a two-dimensional vector. The Fourier transform of the temperature derivative is
Here
, which is negative for large k.
Linear Solution
In the case that w is small, as occurs at high temperatures or at large separations, one can simply neglect the quadratic term, so that the differential equation is linear, ∂ŵ lin /∂β = −û + bŵ lin . This has solutioñ
The linear approximation is valid at high and intermediate temperatures, or at large separations. The pair ansatz is exact in the linear regime. This result significantly improves upon the high temperature expansions, with a larger regime of validity and being much simpler to evaluate and to analyze.
In the limit of large k, this givesŵ
(k), k → ∞. This says that at small separations w (2) (q) dominates the classical −βu (2) (q), which is essential because the quantum effects of non-commutativity have to dominate on small lengths scales. (Eg. the electron-nucleus interaction, where the classical MaxwellBoltzmann weight alone would lead to catastrophe.)
This confirms that w(q) decays more quickly at large separations than the pair potential itself. (This can be shown to be true in the non-linear case as well.)
The linear solution can be inserted into the convolution integral and the temperature integration performed explicitly. This gives the first non-linear correction and tells how reliable the linear solution is.
For any value of p jk = p jk,z , using the two-dimensional fast Fourier transform, one can numerically invert w (2) lin (p jk ; k x , k z ) givingw (2) lin (p jk,z , q jk,x , q jk,z ). Summing over pairs gives the full commutation function for any phase space point, W lin (p, q). Obviously if many phase space points are required, it would be most efficient to evaluatew (2) lin (p, q ⊥ , q ) once only, storing this on a threedimensional grid. The full commutation function can be evaluated for any phase space point by summing over all pairs each interpolated value of the stored function.
Non-Linear Solution
The non-linear partial differential equation can be solved by stepping forward in inverse temperature, starting from a high temperature with the linear solution,
Runge-Kutta procedures can be used to accelerate and to stabilize the temperature integration. Either evaluate the convolution integral with the two-dimensional fast Fourier transform, or else use finite differences in real space. As in the linear case, precalculate the non-linear w (2) (p, q ⊥ , q ) and store it on a three-dimensional grid.
Singlet Potential
Including a singlet potential leads to 
jk .
D. Symmetrization Function
Decomposing the permutations into loops, the symmetrization function is
The prime on the summations indicates that all the labels are different and that each permutation is counted once only. HereP jk is the transposition of particles j and k, which has odd parity. The loops are successive transpositions of particles. For example, a three-loop or trimer isP jkPkℓ {j, k, ℓ} = {ℓ, j, k}. For N objects, the number of distinct permutations consisting of m ℓ ℓ-loops (ie.
With In general a specific l-loop is
The sums of these specific loops are phase functions,
jkℓ , etc. (This notation differs from that of Ref. [3] .)
Because the complex exponentials are highly oscillatory, they average to zero unless the exponents are small.
Hence the loops are compact in phase space, and the phase functions are extensive, η ±(ℓ) (p, q) = O(N ). The fourth term in the expansion written out explicitly above contains the products of two dimer loops. They are not actually independent because all labels must be different. Since each permutation appears once only, it can be written as half the product of independent dimer functions plus a lower order correction,
where δ jk ≡ 1 − δ jk and η
jk . Analogous results hold for all the products of loops that appear in the loop permutation expansion. Keeping only the leading order of independent products in each case, the symmetrization function can be written
The symmetrization loop functions that are retained in the exponent are extensive, O(N ). This loop expansion and exponential form for the symmetrization function has the same character as earlier work in which the quantum grand potential was expressed as a series of loop potentials. 3, 4 The main differenc is that here the exponentiation of the series of extensive single loops is done for the phase function itself rather than after statistical averaging.
E. Generalized Mayer-f Function
The symmetrization loop phase functions are related to the many body formulation of the commutation function. Retaining only the pair term for the latter is valid at high temperatures or low densities. Retaining only the dimer term in the symmetrization function is valid at low densities. The quantitative meaning of 'high' and 'low' obviously depends on the particular system, but it seems likely to encompass most of condensed matter at terrestrial densities and temperatures.
Assuming a pairwise additive potential (and no singlet potential), and keeping only the pair terms in both the commutation and symmetrization functions, the grand canonical partition function is (see Appendix A)
Here Γ = {p, q} is a point in classical phase space, and z j ≡ e βµ e −βp 2 j /2m is a generalized fugacity. The quantity f
jk e η ±(2) jk − 1 is a generalized pair Mayer-f function that depends upon the relative position and momentum of the two particles. It has the desirable property that f (2) (p jk , q jk ) → 0, q jk → ∞. (If there is a singlet potential, then its Maxwell-Boltzmann factor would be included in the fugacity, along with the singlet part of the commutation function. The pair part of the commutation function would need to be modified.)
This generalized Mayer-f function allows quantum systems to be treated with the powerful techniques that have advanced the field of classical statistical mechanics. Examples include cluster diagrams, density functional theory, integral equation methods, and asymptotic analysis. [11] [12] [13] The Mayer-f function and cluster diagrams are not restricted to pair-wise additive potentials, [14] [15] [16] although this is certainly the most common case.
For example, the quantum pair Ornstein-Zernike equation can just be written down, (2.29) where Γ j = {p j , q j }, the singlet density is ρ
is the total correlation function, c 12 is the direct correlation function, and the pair distribution function is related to the pair density as ρ
2 g 12 . This may be combined with, for example, the hypernetted chain approximation, One should be aware that the various quantities are complex. (Recall that these are quantum probabilities, albeit in classical phase space.) Because of the oscillations at large separations, it may be worth adding numerically a damping or cut-off factor, and checking that the final results are independent of its precise value or form. One should also be aware that the requisite commutation function can vary with the quantity being averaged. 4 
III. CONCLUSION
In this paper a practical method has been given for calculating the commutation function that is suitable for terrestrial condensed matter systems. This function gives the proper weight to phase space points by accounting for the non-commutativity of position and momentum.
Previously most work has been focussed on obtaining a few terms in an expansion in powers of Planck's constant or inverse temperature.
1,2 The problem with this is that the coefficients involve increasingly higher order gradients of the potential and their products, and they grow quickly in number and complexity as more terms are retained in the series.
3-5 An alternative approach involves a mean field calculation that invokes the exact simple harmonic oscillator commutation function, albeit one appropriate for a second order expansion of the potential energy for the instantaneous configuration. 6 The limitation of this approximation is that it is not obvious how to systematically improve it. A third possibility is to formally write the commutation function as a sum over energy eigenfunctions, but this is not practically useful in the general case where these are unknown. Indeed, one great advantage of the classical phase space formulation of quantum statistical mechanics is that it avoids having to obtain the energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.
The approach developed in the present paper is to cast the commutation function as a temperature-dependent effective potential. This is then written as a series of many-body terms, which can be systematically truncated at any desired order depending on the needs of a particular system or algorithm.
The simplest approximation is to retain only the pair term, which is explored in detail here. (The singlet term vanishes for a homogeneous system.) In this case there is a non-linear partial differential equation in temperature and position for the pair commutation function. At high and intermediate temperatures, or at large separations, this can be linearized and solved explicitly in Fourier space. This can be used directly, or else it provides a starting point for solving the non-linear equation by Runge-Kutta methods, for example. It appears feasible to use the method in typical computer approaches to classical statistical mechanics, such as Monte Carlo simulation methods. Because the commutation function is pair-wise additive, one can pre-calculate it and store it on a three-dimensional grid. This enables the full commutation function to be evaluated for any configuration by summing the interpolated values over all relevant pairs.
In addition to the commutation function, the symmetrization function has here also been cast as an effective potential by invoking a loop expansion. This has similarities to earlier work which expressed the quantum grand potential as a series of loop potentials. 3, 4 Truncating the loop expansion at the dimer level gives an effective pair potential that can be combined with that for the commutation function and the actual potential energy to create a pair Mayer-f function. With this most of the well-known results of classical equilibrium statistical mechanics can be directly applied to quantum systems.
Although the present results are formulated in classical phase space, ultimately they are quantum in nature, which requires considerations beyond what is usual in classical statistical mechanics. For example, the phase space weight can vary with the quantity being averaged, 4 and it is complex, as befits a quantum probability, since the commutation and symmetrization functions have imaginary part odd in momentum, W (p, q) * = W (−p, q), and η(p, q) * = η(−p, q). The oscillatory nature of these poses challenges in any numerical quadrature. The incorporation of particle spin is a further quantum feature not present in classical systems. 8 Despite these and no doubt other practical challenges, the present results for the commutation and symmetrization functions indicate the path for quantum statistical mechanics in classical phase space. Here z = e βµ is the fugacity, the dimensionality is usually d = 3, and Γ = {p, q} is a point in classical phase space.
The first equality here is the von Neumann trace form for the partition function. 9, 11, 17 The sum is over allowed unique states: each distinct state can only appear once.
The second equality writes the trace as a sum over all momentum states, symmetrizing the eigenfunctions.
